**Across**

1. front part of your face below the mouth
2. one of the two organs in your lower back that separates waste products from your blood and makes urine
3. soft part inside the mouth that you can move around and use for eating and speaking
4. the organ where food begins to be digested
5. one of the long parts of your body that your feet are joined to
6. one of the two organs that you breathe with
7. organ in your chest that pumps blood through your body
8. part of your body where your hand joins your arm
9. front part of your head, where your eyes, nose and face are
10. the front part of your body between the neck and stomach
11. long tube in your body through which food passes after it leaves your stomach
12. the row of bones down the centre of your back that supports your body
13. the part of the body that joins your head and your shoulders
14. one of the five moveable parts at the end of your foot
15. top part of your leg between your knee and hip
16. the joint where your arm bends

**Down**

1. the front part of your body between the neck and stomach
2. long tube in your body through which food passes after it leaves your stomach
3. the row of bones down the centre of your back that supports your body
4. the part of the body that joins your head and your shoulders
5. one of the five moveable parts at the end of your foot
6. top part of your leg between your knee and hip
7. the joint where your arm bends
8. the joint between your foot and your leg
9. the thickest finger on your hand
KEY

1. CHIN
2. KIDNEY
3. SPINE
4. TONGUE
5. SPIN
6. TEST
7. STOMACH
8. INTESTINE
9. LEG
10. HEART
11. LUNG
12. NTH
13. KEKU
14. LM
15. WRIST
16. FACE
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